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war, violence and exploitation in any form will no longer exist. It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment. As

their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections clear. We initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls

We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the

Statement of Purpose
The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded In 1936 . is an

antiwar/social justice organization . It is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of its supporters.

members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect, personal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood in Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where

of oppression . A fundamental basis for peace and justice is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.



In This Issue:
It's February . A little month. As if you

haven't heard it all before . Yeah, yeah, they're
doin' something stupid with a nuke plant and
we're all in danger . Big deal . And the US is
training international troops. Yawn. The Gulf
Massacre still claiming lives? You have to do
better than that. Ooohhh, a book review on
Sojourner Truth, as if anybody turned off the
TV long enough to read anymore . Oh . A few
Guatemala activists get their house shot up
and pretend they weren't asking for it . And
poetry, every leftist thinks its hip or cultural or
something . Throwback to the flower-child
probably. And another whiner about
technology.. .well this is getting typed on a
computer, wanna make something of it? And
a whole bunch of community groups trying to
look like they're doing something useful. And
a letters page to make the paper look demo-
cratic . Probably written by someone's cousin.

Is that it?

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve some basic func-
tions as the internal organ of SPC and as a forum for
articles which discuss issues of concern to the
peace movement. The opinions expressed in the
PNL reflect the diversity of opinions within SPC
itself. While we are not able to print every possible
viewpoint, we do welcome letter and article sub-
missions as well as suggestions and assistance.

The PNL has very reasonable ad rates ; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give cred-
its . For-profit groups, please inquire.

The PNL is available on microfilm from
University Microfilms, Inc., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S .,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is $15 . The PNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people . Your organization, co-op,
etc. can receive 5-25 PN Ls each month . Our circu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs, We al-
ways need your support . Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.

PNL Distributors
Liz King, Joy Meeker, Darlene Veverka,

Pat Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck Durand,
Rich Zalewski, Duane Hardy, Millie Webb,
Deb Douthit, Brian Dominic

Mailing Party Helper

Andy Molloy
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About the cover : Indecent Nuclear Exposure
by Simon Morrin

When Bill Mazza told me of the plan to open the containment dome at the
Ginna nuclear power plant (see p. 5), I as shocked . The containment dome, that
massive concrete structure that protects us from the radioactive interior of a nuclear
plant! How could anyone think of such a thing? As I began research for a PNL article,
my initial shock became tempered by a continuous series of shocks over an intensely
disturbing couple of weeks.

What I discovered about containment domes is that they are mainly a public
relations stunt . The industry and media will point to the domes as insurers of our
safety . No radioactive materials can escape through 30 inches of steel and concrete,
right? Don't worry, you're safe.

However, they never mention the
emissions stack, through which every
nuclear plant routinely emits radioactive
materials . They have to in order to release
pressure buildups and control radiation lev-
els inside the plant . When Chernobyl ex-
ploded, the dome was blown away. It was
useless, and despite what they say, that
dome was no different than US domes.

They don't know how much radio-
active material will be released when they
open the dome -- it's an experimental proce-
dure . They only have theoretical predic-
tions . But the most shocking thing is that it
may not be as much as they release in
"normal" operations. I'm scared.

"Ginna" is pronounced "Ge-nay,"
with a hard g .

REMEMBER:
You have heard

February 1996
PNL 640



SYRACUSE PEA?E COUNCIL ppgE
Tommy Sands

On Thursday, March 14, the Peace Coun-
cil is proud to be one of five spots in the US
bringing together renowned political folk
singer Tommy Sands and Vedran Smailovic,
cellist for the Sarajevo Symphony . Smailovic
gained international attention for performing
outdoors in Sarajevo as a protest against the
bombing . According to Sands, Smailovich
"regards music as the opposite to evil and
violence ."

SPC was lucky enough to be on the right
coast at the right time since the two performers
are getting together for a show at the White
House that Sunday . It also just happens to be
the weekend of St . Patti's day, the perfect time
to see Ireland's coolest folk singer.

Sands' is touring to promote his new disc
The Heart's a Wonder, a look at the tremen-
dous changes that have occurred in Ireland,
Tommy's homeland, and around the world. It
includes the song "The Music of Healing"
(cowritten with Pete Seeger). The album also
features the cello of Smailovic. Syracuse is
one of only five cities in the US to have these
two outstanding performers performing to-
gether. This is a good thing; one that none of
you should miss (without .a note from your
doctor). So mark your calendars . We don't
have a place set for the event yet, but rest
assured, we are working on it. If there's one
thing that's consitent here at the 'ole SPC, it's
that no good chance to stress goes to waste.
We'll fmd a lovely hall for sure.

The concert will be co-sponsored by the
Syracuse Balkan Resource Group (see p. 17
for an update on the Knitting Project) . Look
for more SBRG events in the Spring.

Living Justice
Welcome to month two of the 60th anni-

versary of the Syracuse Peace Council . In
January we held the first open meeting to plan
the Spring 60th Anniversary Event . Far too
long overdue, SPC is reviving the annual
workshop/dinner. Longtime civil rights activ-
ist Rev . C .T. Vivian is coming from the Center
for Democratic Renewal (formerly the Anti-
Klan Network) in Atlanta. He has agreed to
give a keynote address at the dinner as well as
lead a workshop during the day on the theme
"Building a Human Rights Movement at the
Turn of the Century."

Rev . Vivian is a living legendof theCivil
Rights movement and his name may well be
familiar. He is currently Board Chairman of

the Center for Democratic Renewal, the Black
Action Strategies and Information Center (BA-
SIC), and the Southern Organizing Commit-
tee. Rev. Vivian's experiences in the civil
rights movement include his use of nonviolent
direct action in the 40s, founding the Nashville
Christian Leadership Conference, riding the
"Freedom Bus" into Jackson, MS, and work-
ing beside Dr. Martin Luther King on King's
Executive Staff. Rev. Vivian's presence at the
dinner will add to the legacy of SPC.

And on January 18, 24 people represent-
ing over 15 organizations gathered at SPC to
begin planning the workshop/event on the day
of the dinner. This group did not include the 15
people who called to cancel, but whom want to
be involved in the project. Not a bad turn-out.
Anyway, no decisions have been made, but
there is a proposal floating around that we hold
a half-day conference (noon - 6 PM, or so),
followedby the dinner. The proposed topic for
the workshop is on coalition skills, taking a
look at the way in which our various groups
and our varied communities interact, and how
we can just plain get along better . We do, after
all, want pretty much the same things . Or don't
want the same things, in some cases.

Anyway, the first follow-up meeting is on
Wednesday, January 31, but you can call SPC
if you want to be involved. And we are also
going to need volunteers for the dinner itself,
and the many tasks leading up to it . So mark
your calendars for Saturday, April 13, and
help SPC celebrate its 60th in a big way .

The Front Room
There was a post-Plowshares Craftsfair

Front Room Bookstore meeting in January,
too . The meeting was held by the ad-hoc
bookstore committee to see if there was en-
ergy or interest to keep the bookstore alive. As
it turns out, there is definitely interest, but little
energy . So the group, not finding a coordinator
or two or three, decided to put the bookstore to
sleep for a while, and run a literature commit-
tee instead . No details are worked out as of yet,
but the basic idea is that the Front Room will
be available for events with a limited and high-
quality stock, but that the storefront will not be
in operation until one or more motivated per-
sons come forward to put the necessary, con-
sistent energy in that it needs.

If you want to be part of the literature
committee, or even try running a bookstore for
peace, give us a call at SPC, and we'll talk.

The Gift of Love
And this year don't stress out about find-

ing that special someone that special some-
thing, or even just about finding that special
someone . . . . Make it easy on your self and give
the ultimate in Valentine's day gifts—the Peace
Newsletter . Better than roses, better than
chocolate. And if you don't believe in celebrat-
ing Valentine's Day, what better way to pro-
test than to give away subscriptions to the
PNL . Face it, you just can't lose . See below for
details .

— Bill Mazza

Please, 1 want the newsletter sent to my home:
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Indecent Nuclear Exposure
Radioactive Interior of Rochester Plant to be Exposed to Atmosphere
Simon Morrin

D ESPITE UNCERTAINTY about the
future of the facility, the Rochester Gas

& Electric Company is to perform a $115
million repair job at its 25 year-old Ginna
nuclear power generating plant in Wayne
County, New York . A portion of the concrete
containment dome will be temporarily removed
and two massive, defective steam generator
units taken from their positions adjacent to the
reactor core. This is the first operation of its
kind to be performed anywhere in the world.

The work, which will take place this
spring, is intended to increase the efficiency of
the plant until its federal operating license is
scheduled to expire in 2009 . In the absence of
a bail-out, RG&E is committed to amortizing
the costs of the plant, which produces about
half of all the electricity generated by the
utility, over the next 14 years.

The on-site operations are scheduled to
take 67 days, with the containment dome
being open for about two weeks. The contain-
ment is a 30 inch thick steel and concrete
structure which forms a barrier between the
inside of the plant and the atmosphere.

Independent experts have spoken against
the steam generator replacement . "I would not
want to be in the vicinity of Ginna when the
containment is open," said Dr . Judith Johnsrud,
director of the Environmental Coalition on
Nuclear Power. She cited the experimental
nature of the project and recent information on
the harmful effects of so-called "low level"
radiation as "ample reasons for public con-
cern."

RG&E claims that radiation releases will
be small . In a bizarre statement to the Roches-
ter Democrat & Chronicle RG&E's vice-
president of nuclear operations, Robert C.
Mecredy, claimed that radiation releases from
the dome will be "point zero, zero something
millirems."

Franklin H . Orienter, an RG&E safety
expert, suggested that the annual background
radiation in the Rochester area adds up to
about 280 millirems a year.

While RG&E is unable to accurately state
how much radiation will be released, Dr . Ernest

Sternglass, Director of Radiological Physics
at the University of Pittsburgh, is concerned
about the possibility of radioactive particles
escaping from the dome. Such releases "can
affect people one hundred miles downwind
from the plant," he said . He also questioned
RG&E's claims on the level of background
radiation.

Continuing research into the effects of
radiation on human beings is revealing that
even very low exposures cause serious health
problems . A 1989 National Research Council
report stated that well-
demonstrated health ef-
fects from low-level ra-
diation "include the in-
duction of cancer, geneti-
cally determined ill-
health, developmental ab-
normalities, and some degenerative dis-
eases. . .".

And, according to the International Com-
mission on Radiological Protection, "New
data and new interpretation of earlier informa-
tion now indicate with reasonable certainty
that the risks associated with ionizing radia-
tion are about three times higher than they
were estimated to be a decade ago ."

Even with new steam generators, Ginna
may not be able to operate until 2009. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) be-
lieves that there is a possibility that the plant's
reactor vessel could fall below safety stan-
dards by 2002.

RG&E has recently submitted new data
to the NRC in an attempt to persuade them of
the reactor vessel's safety . A de-
fective reactor vessel would re-
quire the plant to be shut down,
with financial losses exacerbated
by the expense of the steam gen-
erator project.

The Ginna plant has a his-
tory of operating problems. In
1982 it was the site of a serious
and potentially catastrophic ac-
cident when a ruptured steam
generator tube led to the release
into the atmosphere of contami-
nated steam containing 90 curies
of radiation . In comparison, the
1986 incident at Chemobyl in the
Ukraine released between 50 and
100 megacuries . (It is still not

known how much radiation was released by
Three Mile Island in 1979 .)

In its report on the incident, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission suggested that a de-
tailed analysis of the situation "will ensure
that NRC and the nuclear industry continue to
profit from experience ." And despite the ex-
istence of conclusive evidence to the contrary,
the harmful effects of the radiation release
were minimized: "Potential health impacts
from the estimated doses and predicted expo-
sures were insignificant compared with the

natural inci-
dence of cancer
fatalities and ge-
netic abnormali-
ties ."

T h e
steam generator
tubes which

failed at Ginna are similar to those installed in
about half of the nuclear electricity plants in
the US by the Pittsburgh-based multinational,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Under
continuous exposure to radiation and other
sources of aging, the metal walls of the tubes
become embrittled and subject to rupture.
When this happens super-heated highly pres-
surized radioactive water from the reactor
core passes into non-radioactive coolant wa-
ter and, as occurred at Ginna, can be released
into the atmosphere. The malfunctioning cool-
ing system introduces the danger of overheat-
ing of the reactor and possible catastrophic
melting of the core.

Deteriorated steam generator tubes have
led to 14 lawsuits against
Westinghouse, filed by opera-
tors alleging that Westinghouse
should have known or did know
that metals used for the tubes
were susceptible to aging. None
of the actions have gone to court,
with Westinghouse eager to
settle in order to avoid adverse
publicity.

"Westinghouse Leaks and
Lawsuits" by Public Citizen's
Critical Mass Energy Project
reports that in a 1990 suit against
Westinghouse, Duke Power
Company referred to an inter-

cont. on next page

According to Dr . Ernest
Sternglass, such releases can
affect people one hundred
miles downwind from the plant
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plants. A 9/1995 article in the Syracuse Her-
ald Journal reported that NYPA has "talked
informally with NiMo and other utilities over
the past year about setting up a separate com-
pany or authority to operate and possibly own
all the nuclear plants in the state ."

There is expectation among the utilities
of a bail-out . RG&E "might give up owner-
ship of Ginna under the right conditions,"
according to the Rochester Democrat &
Chronicle . "It all depends on what you get in
return," said RG&E spokesman Mike Power.
The Energy Association of New York State,
which represents RG&E and other utilities,
has suggested "an exploration of governmen-
tal actions to reduce the embedded cost of
nuclear plants ."

No nuclear plants have been ordered in
the US since 1978 . But even six years ago the
industry was gearing up for construction of its
"new generation of safer, cheaper nuclear
power plants" (12/8/89, New York Times )
there is no discussion in their propaganda of
such "embedded costs ." Nuclear power is
once again being presented as a cheap, endless
supply of clean energy.

As the people of America prepare to foot
the bill for a nuclear program that they just
don't want, it all sounds too familiar to nuclear
engineer Robert Pollard of the Union of Con-
cerned Scientists: " . . .we're having almost an
instant replay of the promises that were made
by reactor manufacturers and the federal gov-
ernment in the late 60's and early 70's, prom-
ises which not only were never kept but had no
chance of being kept."

This is Simon's first article for the PNL. He
lives in Syracuse with his daughter Phoebe,
where they are continually exposed to
radioactive emissions from at least four
nuclear power plants.

Resources
Resistance is happening . These

organizations are good sources of
information:

• Syracuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet
Ave, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 472-
5478

• Nuclear Information and Resource
Service (NIRS), 1424 16th Street NW,
Suite 601 Washington, DC 20036

• Safe Energy Communication Coun-
cil, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue Suite
LL215 Washington, DC 20036

• Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy
Project, Suite 600, 2000 P Street NW
Washington, DC 20036

nal Westinghouse memorandum of 1968 which
contained the hand-written words, "What do
we tell them at this stage? That the alloy is
crumbling before our eyes, or that service
experience is so far good?"

A 1993 letter from Westinghouse execu-
tive John Yasinsky encouraged dissatisfied
owner Tennessee Valley Authority to think of
the big picture before suing so that they may
"all put this matter behind us as we work to
make nuclear power a competitive generating
alternative for our nation ."

As the biggest nuclear
power plant manufacturer in the
world, and with almost $3 bil-
lion a year in nuclear weapons
business with the US govern-
ment, Westinghouse has a strong
interest in keeping the stories
out of the public eye. This task is
made easier by the corporation's
recent purchase of the CBS tele-
vision network.

According to Mr. Yasinsky,
"If the current litigation process
proceeds through the public trial
stage, we will have created a
platform for those opposed to
nuclear power to attack both the
safety and economics of operat-
ing nuclear power plants . The
public spectacle that steam generator trials
will create will further threaten the nuclear
power option for the future of our nation ."

The accidents at Chernobyl and Three
Mile Island, as well as many other serious but
less publicized incidents, have helped to turn
public opinion strongly away from nuclear
power.

A 1992 national opinion survey commis-
sioned by the Safe Energy Communication
Council found 65% of a sample of 750 people
opposed the building of more nuclear power
plants in the US, while 27% favored more
plants and 8% were undecided . Figures dating
from 1975 show an annual increase in opposi-
tion to the nuclear power program.

The nuclear industry, however, remains
determined to continue its development de-
spite being burdened with unsafe, inefficient
and costly plants . Neil S . Cams, chief execu-
tive of the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation, is trying to "make sure that our
grandchildren can go visit one of these power

Indecent Exposure
cont. from page 5

plants that has a benign effect on the environ-
ment and not just read about it in history
books ." Industry members will gather in March
to discuss competitiveness issues and the fu-
ture of nuclear power at the second annual
Nuclear Renaissance Conference, organized
by Mr. Cams.

Upcoming deregulation of the power in-
dustry in New York State will place extra
stress on the already costly nuclear plants.
While electricity generation with a nuclear
reactor costs 15 cents per kilowatt hour, it
costs only 5 .5 cents per kilowatt hour using
natural gas . With deregulation of the electric-
ity market and increased competition from
non-nuclear generators, the costs of nuclear

plants will become prohibitive to
their operation.

To make itself more com-
petitive the nuclear industry is
reorganizing the way plants are
managed. By forming "alliances,"
utilities intend to reduce operat-
ing costs by sharing equipment
and personnel. Last year RG&E
joined nine other nuclear opera-
tors in the new Northeast Energy
Alliance coordinated by the Bos-
ton Edison Company.

Another path being ex-
plored is the formation of sepa-
rate companies, each of which

operate multiple plants.
.

	

▪ '
. ' I%	

would
, Members of the United States

. . Alliance, which includes nuclear
operators from all over the country, chose not
to do this . The 1/2/96 Rochester Democrat &
Chronicle reported that the Alliance "wanted
to avoid public controversy" which would
arise around the re-licensing of the plants to a
single operator.

The New York Power Authority, the state
body which owns and operates the FitzPatrick
nuclear plant near Oswego, NY, also has plans
to reorganize operations similar to the private
operators . A member of the Northeast Utility
Alliance, NYPA has proposed the formation
of an operating company to run the six nuclear
plants in New York, apparently opening the
door for government to take over nuclear gen-
erating operations in the state. If this happens,
the public will be saddled with the vast bill for
running and decommissioning the aging plants,
leaving the utilities free to reinvest in new
nuclear facilities.

At least two New York utilities have
indicated that they are ready to off-load nuclear
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S.O.A. Steps Out
The School of the Americas is Only Part of US International Military Training
Vicky /merman

I N LAST MONTH'S PNL we printed a
story about a civil disobedience action at

Ft. Benning, GA. The action re-enacted the
massacre in 1989 of six Jesuits, their co-
worker and her daughter in El Salvador. Most
of the officers involved in that massacre were
graduates of the US Army's notorious School

of the Americas (S.OA.) at Ft. Benning.
A December 3, 1995 Sunday New York

Times article noted matter-of-factly that the
CIA "has contacts with about 400 foreign
military, intelligence and internal-security
services, and typically recruits up-and-com-
ing military officers as informants, in the

hopes that they will rise to power." (p .6)
Having hundreds of Latin American of-

ficers trained each year at the SOA obviously
makes it so much easier for the CIA to do its

recruiting . One wonders whether some of
those 19 SOA grads that helped kill the Jesuits
were on the CIA payroll . One also wonders
whether the CIA knew beforehand that the
killings were about to occur. . ..

The following article is taken from a
letter which Vicky Imerman wrote to one of the
PNL editors . For several years, along with

Fr . Roy Bourgeois, Vicky staffed the office of
S.O .A .Watch just outside the gates ofFt . Ben-
ning . She is now based in Iowa and publishes
La Lagartija (Little Lizard), the newsletter of
Info S.OA.

I WAS DISCHARGED (honorably) from
the Army in 1989 . In my four year hitch I

saw soldiers from nearly every ally our nation
has—and even some we really did not have.
For example, when Father Bourgeois held a
hunger strike at the gates of Fort Benning in
the fall of 1990, we happened to be sitting at
Fort Benning's gate when a young soldier
from Jordan stopped to talk.

US relations with Jordan were at that time
tense, to say the least, as Jordan was defying
the US embargo on Iraq that preceded the US
invasion . We asked the soldier how this af-
fected his training, and he said that up to that
point it had not affected him at all . It was
simply bad timing .

At Fort Bening, Latin American sol-
diers train, of course, at the US Army School
of the Americas . But many other nations send
soldiers to the International Student Training
Detachment there, which is technically part of
the Infantry School . This may have been the
Jordanian officer's unit.

I have also seen many Asian soldiers
training at Fort Benning, though I have never
been able to determine precisely their nation-
alities. Also, soldiers from
Eastern European nations
began training at Fort Ben-
ning almost immediately
following the disintegration
of the Soviet Bloc.

International soldiers
train at different bases in order to acquire
specific skills . Fort Benning's Infantry School
teaches, of course, infantry tactics . At a base
near Knoxville, TN, I saw soldiers from the
Mid-East, particularly Saudi Arabia, learning
to use tanks . That is where US soldiers learn to
operate tanks, also.

There is an Army base in California where
soldiers learn desert warfare. In Arizona, sol-
diers learn military intelligence. San Antonio
specializes in training medics . Fort Bragg
teaches special operations and low intensity
conflict—many SOA graduates train at Fort
Bragg, too. These are all Army bases ; but
please understand that the Navy and Air Force

train foreign soldiers, too. And the examples
I cited are just those I can think of off the top
of my head. Every military installation has a
specific raison d' etre, and even the smallest
can host foreign soldiers.

The International Military Education and
Training (IMET) program is something like a
$47 million program. Soldiers attending the
US Army School of the Americas account for
only a few million dollars of that. Also, some

nations do not
qualify for IMET
assistance and pay
for the training
themselves or
through other pro-
grams.

Additionally, the US is constantly train-
ing foreign militaries on "in-country " bases.
In Honduras, Panama, and many other Latin
American nations, the US has been training
soldiers (sailors, etc) for decades ; I am sure
the same is true in other regions of the world.

I submitted a Freedom of Information
Act request to Fort Bragg to find out about
Latin American soldiers who have trained
there; it came back with every name blacked
out by the censors.

To subsribe to La Lagartija (which is in
English), contact Info SOA, PO Box 86, Gil-
bert, Iowa 50105, phone/fax (515) 233-8372.

International soldiers train
at different bases in order
to acquire specific skills.i
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Economic Warfare Rages On in the Gulf
UN Enforced Sanctions Continue to Claim Iraqi Lives
Bill Mazza

ANUARY 1996 marked five years since
US-led forces began a relentless cam-

paign against Iraq . For five years the people of
Iraq have remained under siege . The Gulf War
began with an unprecedented intensity of air
and sea strikes, and continues today in the
form of comprehensive sanctions against the
people of Iraq . Originally imposed by the UN
Security Council four days after Iraq invaded
Kuwait in August 1990, the sanctions were
maintained after the April 1991 Iraqi surren-
der to force compliance with Security Council
requirements for war damage restitution and
disarmament. As the export of oil is the pri-
mary source of income for Iraq, paying resti-
tution while under embargo remains, of course,
impossible.

We can't underestimate the acute suffer-
ing caused to the Iraqi people as a direct result
of five years of sanctions . Since the end of the
war, "as many as 576,000 children have died
as a result of sanctions imposed against Iraq
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five mortality rates comparable to those in
Sudan. Unlike Sudan, however, Iraq's mortal-
ity rates are the direct result of the imposed

sanctions. Iraq, a country
which once supported a
technological or "mod-
em" infrastructure, can
neither afford nor acquire
its basic needs from the
world market.

Before their
troops entered Kuwait,
Iraq's economy was
wholly based on the oil
trade. Iraq traditionally
supplied 70% of its food
needs by imports.
Throughout the past five
years Iraq has relied
chiefly on international
aid for food and medi-
cine . It is painfully clear
that the direct result of
the sanctions is the suf-
fering of the Iraqi people.

or equipment, rising Quoting a report from the American Friends
levels of communicable and nutritionally-re- Service Committee (AFSC), "It is a strange
lated diseases, and infant mortality and under- irony that the [UN], bound by its Charter to

protect and provide for people's basic needs,
is in fact, presiding over their demise in the
name of peace ."

The Security Council justifies continuing
the sanctions through their primary objective
of destroying Iraq's biological, chemical and
nuclear weapons and long range ballistic mis-
siles. The UN is looking for cooperation with
its Special Commission established to over-
see the total elimination of Iraq's remaining
weapons of mass destruction . This oversight
project was originally estimated to take nine
months but has taken over four and a half
years . This is partially the result of the extent
of Iraq's weapons systems, as well as the Iraqi
government's resistance to the UN presence.

I think we shouldn't underestimate the
effects of pressure from the US government to
maintain a UN stranglehold on Iraq . The over-
throw of Saddam Hussein has been a US goal
since the Bush administration, who claimed
that the sanctions would help achieve that
end . The continued starvation of the Iraqi
people to incite "revolution" in a country that
was systematically "bombed back into the
stone age" defies principle.

by the UN Security Council, according to a
report by the UN Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization" (12/95 NY Times). Additionally, in
September of 1995,
the World Food
Programme re-
ported estimates
that a fifth of Iraq's
population—4 mil-
lion people—are at
severe nutritional
risk . That includes
2 .4 million children
under five years of
age, 600,000 desti-
tute women heads-
of-households and
pregnant and nurs-
ing mothers, and
hundreds of thou-
sands of elderly.

Similarly, the
World Health Or-
ganization reports
clinics and hospi-
tals without medicines
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What Being Done
• On January 16, 1996, the fifth anniversary of the

beginning of the Gulf War against Iraq, a grass-
roots effort called "Voices in the Wilderness, A
Campaign to Break the Immoral Sanctions
Against the People of Iraq" was announced.
Originating in Chicago the campaign intends to:

(1) Deliberately violate the US/UN economic sanc-
tions against the people of Iraq.

(2) Demand that the US government end the sanc-
tions or prosecute the violators to the full extent of
the law.

(3) Invite others to join the campaign or begin their
own campaign to lift the sanctions.

(4) Solicit medical relief supplies and continually
campaign through February 27, 1996, the fifth
anniversary of the cease fire.

(5)Openly and publidy transport collected supplies
through US customs and UN check points and into
Iraq. Members of the group will rely on non-violent
action to continue the effort, recognizing that they
may be stopped at any point.

"Voices in the Wilderness"can be contacted at
1460 West Carmen Ave, Chicago, IL60640, (312)
784-8837 ; e-mail : kkelly@igc .apc .org

• AFSC Is collecting financial donations for food
and medicine that will be used to support the
Middle East Council of Churches activities in Iraq.
Please make checks payable to "Iraq Relief" and

mailtoAFSC, Attn . Iraq Relief, 1501 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19102.

What You Can Do
• Write an op-ed or letter to the editor for news-

papers and magazines.
•Call local or nationally broadcast talk shows.
• Send a letter or call:

President Clinton, White House, 1600 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, Washington, DC 20500, (Phone)
202-456-6797 ; (FAX) 202-456-2464.

National Security Advisor Anthony Lake,
(Phone) 202-456-2255 ; (FAX) 202-456-2883.

US Senate, Washington, DC 20510 (Phone) 202-
224-3121 ; Committee on Foreign Relations:
(Phone) 202-224-4651 ; Subcommittee on Near
Eastern and South Asian Affairs : (Phone) 202-
224-4651.

US House of Representatives, Washington, DC
20515, ; (Phone) 202-225-3121 ; Committee on
Foreign Affairs : (Phone) 202-225-5021 ; Sub-
committee on Europe and the Middle East:
(Phone) 202-225-3345.

Boutros Boutros-Ghall, Secretary General, UN
Headquarters Room S-3800, New York, NY
10017.

•Contact the Syracuse Peace Council if you are
interested in organizing a local action or work-
ing group to stop the sanctions .



The US influence on the UN may also be
partially responsible for Hussein's unwilling-
ness to accept UN bargain proposals that would
allow restricted oil sales. One such proposal is
"Resolution 986" which would allow $1 bil-
lion of oil to be sold every three months. The
proceeds of the sale would be used to acquire
humanitarian goods imported under UN moni-
toring . In addition, 30% of the revenues would
be placed in a compensation fund to begin
payments to some 277,000 individuals who
lost property and jobs as a result of the inva-
sion of Kuwait and the Gulf War. These rev-
enues would also be used to cover the esti-
mated $100 million cost of the UN weapons
inspection program from the last five years.
An estimated $12 per Iraqi per month would
be left to purchase food, medicines and other
non-embargoed goods . An additional $130-
150 million worth of goods would be distrib-
uted by UN humanitarian agencies in the three
autonomous Kurdish governates currently pro-
tected by UN forces.

Publicly, Iraq credits its refusal of Reso-
lution 986 to fear that the restrictions on oil
sales will become permanent, with the UN
operating as a new OPEC by determining
annual sales quotas. Iraq also questions UN
control over the mode of oil export and fears
further solidification of the autonomous
Kurdish area which operates outside of gov-
ernment control. Others speculate that Hussein
is holding out for a full lifting of sanctions
rather than compromise . to gain temporary
relief for the Iraqi people.

Meanwhile, the people of Iraq remain
victims in this power struggle between a US
led "international community" and the Iraqi
government. As North Americans we need to
be aware that to a large extent economics and
the control of resources for "national security"
continue this conflict at the cost of lives.
According to a January 15 report on National
Public Radio, Saudi Arabia alone has earned
an additional $80 billion in oil revenue as a
direct result of the sanctions. To state powers
interested in protecting their, and their allies',
interests, this is obviously money and power
worth killing over.

UNICEF estimates an additional 1 .5 mil-
lion Iraqi children will suffer malnutrition or a
variety of unchecked illnesses if the sanctions
continue. Antibiotics and other standard medi-
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tines are now virtually impossible to get in a
country which prided itself on its state of the
art medical facilities merely five years ago.
Regardless, the US and UN continue to sup-
port sanctions whose highest casualty rate is
among those under five years old.

Clouded by Silence
Contrary to the popular myth of apathy

and inactivity, thie US saw one of the largest
and most organized outcries against war rise
up before the start of the Gulf War . For the first
time in this country's history, there was a
national outcry of resistance before the war
started, with hundreds of thousands taking to
the streets around the country. Locally we saw
intense activity, not only in rallies and public
meetings, but also with street theatre and civil
disobedience resisting our government's ac-
tivities.

How is it that this organized resistance
has allowed a blanket of silence to fall over a
war that continues to claim lives today, merely
because it has changed forms? Even the maga-
zine dedicated to our national pastime—tele-
vision—reported in 1992 how support for the
Gulf War was manufactured in the media (see
"Fake News" on this page) . One could expect
a public outcry of rage when informed by TV

Guide that support for a massive mobilization
of US and international troops was at least to
some degree willfully managed through the
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public relations firm Hill & Knowlton (Feb.
22-28, 1992)..

When I look back at my short history as
an activist, the Gulf War stands out as pivotal.
My term as the staffperson for the Syracuse
Peace Council is a direct result of those activi-
ties . The Gulf War marks the point when I
increased my commitment to take nonviolent
direct action, culminating in civil disobedi-
ence and arrest. Looking back over the last
five years I recognize how quickly my in-
volvements turned away from the low-inten-
sity warfare which continues in the Gulf to
other issues. I find it disturbing how easily
organizing priorities can shift as new events
involve us . The question remains as to how we
can maintain involvement in ongoing issues
and respond to new situations without affect-
ing our overall projects for change.

Perhaps it is vital for each of us to look
back and reflect on the intense emotion of our
resistance to the Gulf War, and use that memory
to help fuel actions including moving to end
the sanctions. According to the World Food
Programme of the UN the sanctions claim the
lives of 100 children daily . This must be
stopped.

Most of the information in this article 4b
taken from the American Friends Service
Committee packet "Relieving the Pain of
Economic Sanctions on Iraqi Civilians.

Bill is the staffperson for the Syracuse
Peace Council and once again finds himself
in opposition to the priorities of the state . Go
figure.
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The Narrative of Sojourner Truth
Understanding Slavery and the Historical Roots of Racism

Defense Committee
Seeking Justice 20 Years Later

"February 6 marks the 20th anniversary of
political prisoner Leonard Peltier's capture
[charged with the murder of FBI agents on the
Oglala Sioux Indian Reservation in South
Dakota] in Canada," reminds his Defense
Committee, "thus beginning his long and un-
just incarceration." Peltier has had an execu-
tive clemency petition pending before the US
Justice Department for over 12 months and
President Clinton should be making a decision
sometime during this administration as to
whether to grant it.

The Defense Committee is asking Peltier's
supporters to gather outside of their local FBI
field offices on February 6 anddistribute litera-
ture. Prior to that they ask supporters to write
local FBI offices "demanding that they come
clean and admit the wrong doing in the case."
Area FBI offices include Albany, Boston, New
Haven and New York.

Isabella's refuge of inner strength against a
society in which she is despised and helpless.
This inner strength is first revealed in her
remarkable and successful attempt to get her
son back from Alabama—where he had been
sold when he was five years
old. For this she braves the
ridicule, intimidation, and
bureaucratic insensitivity of
a whites-only legal system.
But her determination,
coupled with help from those
true "friends," the Quakers,
enables her, a woman just
out of slavery, to win her
son's freedom.

But how is Isabella go-
ing to sustain her family in
freedom when the only job open to her is as a
domestic in white people's homes where her
son cannot even accompany her? This is the
plight of Blacks_ in, the North after slavery:
economic discrimination. Isabella works hard
and tries to save enough money to rent a home,
but her wages are so low, she has nothing to
show for all her effort . She concludes that the
system is stacked against her . Thenceforth she

Peltier attended a parole hearing Decem-
ber 11 at Leavenworth Penitentiary ; a decision
should be made by the end of January . Mean-
while, he has been mysteriously and inexplica-
bly placed in a temporary cell in Oklahoma
City, pending transferal to the Atlanta Peniten-
tiary. Atlanta is not considered a very safe
facility ; therefore, the Defense Committee is
requesting phone calls to Atlanta (404-622-
6241) and the White House (202-456-1111)
protesting this transfer, based on a fear for his
personal safety, and demanding immediate
justice in the case; LPDC, PO Box 583,
Lawrence, KS 66044; 913-842-5774.

Additionally, the National Committee for
Nonviolent Civil Disobedience to Free Leonard
Peltier will begin its campaign on March 20 in
Washington, DC and other locations to de-
mand "the long overdue and unconditional
release of Political Prisoner Leonard Peltier .""
For more information contact Free Peltier Now,
PO Box 76609, Washington, DC 20013-6609.

Update reprinted from Peacework, the
monthly newsletter of the American Friends
Service Committee, available for $15/year
from Peacework, AFSC, 2161 Mass . Ave .,
Cambridge, MA 02140.

will be "Sojourner Truth," a traveler telling the
truth . She takes no money for working and
trusts to God and the generosity of others for
her necessities ..

In the mid-19th century North there are
many others doing similar
things, although from differ-
ent motivation. Utopian reli-
gious communes dot New En-
gland and Upstate New York.
The power of Sojourner
Truth's singing and oratory
become renown. She finds a
home in the Northampton, MA
community . From this base she
travels the North, telling her
truth about slavery and testify-
ing to the power of faith to

change society . Abolitionists and religious
reformers are not always welcome; often ruf-
fians attack their meetings . But Sojourner
stands up to mobs and calms them with her
singing and with her authentic humanity.

Naturally such an honest person, who has
transcended the racial bounds of her society,
also becomes a powerful example of the arti-
ficiality of boundaries imposed on women.
She becomes like many abolitionist women, a
natural leader of the fledgling women's rights
movement . One of Sojourner's most famous
speeches is made during the debate after the
Civil War over whether to demand the vote for
women as well as Black men. Her words, in
response to a man's argument against women
suffrage, go something like this:

That man over there says that women
should be on a pedestal and treated with
respect . But no man ever threw his coat
over a puddle for me to cross over, and
Ain't I a Woman? I've worked as hard as
any man, in the fields alongside men, and
nobody ever made a fuss over me . And
Ain't I a Woman?

Sojourner Trtith was indeed a woman and
a human being who not only moved the people
of her time, but moves us still . We gain a true
understanding of the real power of being a
human from reading this remarkable Narra-

tive ofSojourner Truth.
Diana teaches American history at da

Fayetteville-Manlius High School . She has
written a play based on the Narrative for her
11th grade students to perform. For a copy,
contact Diana at492-8035.

Diana Green

SLAVERY IN NEW YORK? Many of us
may not know that the "peculiar institu-

tion" existed here as late as 1827. We have
several local examples, such as at the Lorenzo
mansion of the Linklaen family in Cazenovia.

What was slavery like for its victims?
The Narrative of Sojourner Truth shows us
that it was no different for New York victims
than for Southern ones: racism, beatings, en-
forced ignorance, the breakup of
families . . . .This book is a good source for un-
derstanding slavery and the historical roots of
racism close at home. But it is also the story of
one of the most respected women of the 19th
century . Although she never learned to read or
write Sojourner tells her moving story to the
world, in her Narrative.

Sojourner Truth is born the slave Isabella
in New York in 1797. She learns from her
slave mother that she could appeal to God in
her times of trouble . Religion becomes

The Narrative of Sojourner Truth
Vintage Classic paperback

1993 (orig . 1850), 133pp.

Leonard
Peltier

Oshogbo, Nigeria.
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Nancy Gwin

qUATEMALA IS a land with weavings of
brilliant color and symbols, vibrancy and

life, cultural identity and strength . But the
threads coloring the lives of the Guatemalan
people this past year reflect injustice and ter-
ror, manipulation and deceit.

Threads
Testimonies of two US widows at a rare

public hearing of the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee in April, '95 . . .disclosures throughout
the year revealing that the CIA gave millions
of dollars infmancial aid to Guatemala's mili-
tary after the US cut off overt military aid in
December '90, due to the killing of the Ameri-
can innkeeper, Michael DeVine . . .the call for
the immediate declassification of documents
related to his death, that of Guatemala resis-
tance leader Efrain Bamaca Velasquez, and
those of thousands of Guatemalan
civilians. . .the horror that the CIA knew and
paid anyway. . .Devine's killer was Col . Julio
Roberto Alpirez, a Guatemalan military intel-
ligence officer paid by the CIA and trained at
the School of the Americas–our employee . . .a
chorus of voices in Washington decrying the
misuse of US monies, but not decrying the
four decades of participation in Guatemala's
violent history . . .the mortification of our com-
plicity. . ..

Most Recent Massacre
Last October 5 in northern Alta Verapaz,

a community meeting was being held in the
refugee settlement of Xaman, in the munici-
pality of Chisec . The meeting was to plan the
celebration for the first anniversary of the
community's return from the refugee camps in
Mexico.

According to witnesses, about 27 sol-
diers arrived on foot and when asked to leave,
refused. They then opened fire with machine
guns and grenades, killing at least ten and
wounding 36. Minister of Defense Mario
Enriquez said on national TV that the soldiers
were lured to the community and acted in self-
defense.

There was public outcry from organiza-

tions involved in documenting human rights
violations in Guatemala . But most recognized
it as business as usual for the Guatemalan
military and a clear message to the people.
Then-President Ramiro de Leon Carpio cre-
ated a commission to investigate .. ..

January Elections
Guatemala held a national

run-off election on January 7.
Voter turnout was low—about
36%. Many Guatemalans are
skeptical of elections in which
presidential candidates don't
represent either the poor nor the
resistance movement.

The new president, by a slim 2 .5% mar-
gin, is conservative businessman Alvaro Arzu.
His party, the Advanced National Party (PAN),
now controls Congress with 42 of 80 seats and
one-third of mayoral offices.

The second place candidate, Alfonso
Portillo, was seen to be a stand-in for General
Rios-Montt. Montt is a former military dicta-
tor associated with massacres of unarmed
civilians, scorched earth policy, and a military
coup which constitutionally prevented him
from running for election himself. Some worry
that Portillo's strong showing will be inter-
preted by the military as a mandate for their
violent policies in the countryside.
President Arzu pledges to govern by consen-

What You Can Do
Call Anthony Lake, National Security

Advisor to President Clinton, and apply pres-
sure to release the oversight report, and have it
be accurate . Call (202) 456-9481.
Activist Organizations to Support

Contact one of these groups to partici-
pate in an information gathering delegation
to Guatemala, and all are alternative sources
information:
• Witness for Peace . . .(202)544-0781;
loccally (315)422-4689.

• Peace Brigades Internationai . . .(510)540-
0749, (416)504-4429 ; locally (315)478-
4571.

• NISGUA/Network in Solidarity With the
People of Guatemala. . .(202)223-6474.

• EPICA/Ecumenical Program on Central
America & the Caribbean . . . (202)332-0292.

• NCOORD/National Coordinating Office on
Refugees and Displaced Persons of Gua-
temala. . . (312)360-1705 .

sus, including opposition parties and orga-
nized civilian groups in decision-making . He
also promises a peace agreement in the four
decades-long civil war . But will the overt and
covert government of the US support Arzu?

Terrorism Edging Into the US
The car of Jose Pertierra, Jennifer

Harbury's lawyer, was fire-bombed
in the driveway of his home near
Washington, DC at 5 AM on January
5 . The next morning at 1 AM five
bullets were fired into Assisi House
where Jennifer and other activists live
in Washington.

Jennifer has worked tirelessly to expose
the circumstances of the 1992 death of her
husband, Efrain Bamaca Velasquez . In March
'95 it was disclosed that Col . Alpirez, respon-
sible for the killing of Michael Devine, had
also supervised Bamaca's torture and ordered
his death.

When the shootings occurred Jennifer
was in Guatemala to exhume a grave at a
Guatemalan army base, believed to contain
Bamaca's remains. She denounced these re-
cent acts of violence as proof that the Guate-
malan people still suffer from repression and
that the terrorism is edging into the US.

The reports of the intelligence oversight
board directed by President Clinton in spring
of 1995 have not yet been released. Cases to be
addressed in the report reflecting US govern-
ment intelligence involvement include the
death of Bamaca, DeVine and at least 32 other
cases.
This I ask . ..

. . .I charge you : Write!
If you have ever loved cloth of Guatemala,
You owe the weaver a debt.
For the cloth came not of no-one.
It was a woman who wove it.
It was a man who dyed it.
It was a child got tangled
in the threads.

Love not only the cloth:
Love also the weaver.
And now we MUST,
we MUST
accept responsibility of love . . ..

— from a poem by Cheryl Kolander

Nancy is a local educator and former
national board member of Witness for I,
Peace .

Weaving a Curtain of Terror and Deceit
Guatemala Activists Fired At and Car-Bombed in Washington DC
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I2OETRY ~OR REVOLUTION IN VERSE

War and Peace
by Jeanette M. Cox

I find it
at the Friends
of the Library booksale.
One thousand,
four hundred and forty-four
pages of Tolstoy .

fifty and counting

all fields roll one into another
like an escalator of days moving history along
one green_ one planted one fallow
one burned to ash in the hope of tomorrow

that summer when cows were left out in the fields
unblinking eternal witnesses
half-a-world away a mushroom cloud billowed
and in the morning we were milked of our innocence

this spring, in bosnia
the cows have all been eaten
only people are left out in the fields
under canvas cocoons of last resort
they sleep and eat their stories

she says
bloody mud from the ditch
has collected
on the soles of the soldiers
boots
making them taller and taller and taller
providing a bird's-eye view
of pink apple blossoms
eggs in the nest
tenderness
genocide

13 C 1964 fIaikt,t
by

Smokestacked teeth
of a ghetto city in silhouette

--"FREEDOM NOW" chalked on a steel

Just what I need.

I slap down my quarter,
slip it under my arm,
carry it home.

I open the bedroom
door--the wet wooden door,
unable to hold itself open--the door

I've been fighting with
for the past three weeks,
swollen at the hinges
by humidity.
I throw all thousand
four hundred and forty-four
pages on the floor,
and kick them
til they pin the door against the wall
like a serf to the land.

And I Inhale
the peaceful
smell
of
a
cool
cross
breeze.

by Kathleen Jordon Salzman

Peace

A battlefield,
so old, so disc
you cannot ss
choke on the
Grass restores
in places whe
cannot persor
cannot resurn
where bones
and scars in tt
are merely pa
The air strikes
but it's just a 1
in places whe
with color.
We walk acrd
dean as prays
as forgiving.
Twilight diary
above the fan
A shell-case gl
in the moonlit
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For my mother: whose mother's silence was a sorrow of History.

Last
byJohn Grey

the flesh,
oke.

memory
ze,

like smooth stones
g
is to lost love.
!chill note certainly,
of winter

gees cushion their dying

history

pose.
like a tombstone

'Seen and not heard?
'As quiet as a mouser

Arise
Young child in the woman
And
Speak.

Tell it like you remember:
The bad days when the knives
Or the smell of whiskey stinking
On your father's breath had you running
Through
Poison sumac.

Tell us about the hard times
And tell us about the good times too -
Sprouting like flowers in cracks in the pavement.

Some of those flowers are strong enough
To make those cracks, you know.
They push right up through the driveway
Making something that looks like a volcano
Before they show their faces.

Show us your face young child
Young child strong enough to cry when you're hungry
Strong enough to laugh with whole body
When there is joy.

Arise, young child in the woman

And speak.

"Poetry is Not a Luxury"
—Audre Lorde

The PNL is now accepting short works of
poetry (3-30 lines?) for inclusion in a quarterly
poetry section . We encourage diversity in content
and style for all work consistent with the general
themes and substance of the PNL

	

I►
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by Karen Hall

It's been another week
and rather than try to work
on this October afternoon
I go for a ride with the boys
to welcome the red, yellow
and orange that's been hiding
in the leaves all summer.

We ride out to the country
where the maples are their
most glorious and I remember
this is where I'm from.
These are the hills
I stared at for eighteen years
vowing once I got on the other side
I'd never come back.

I can look at them
and see this is what made
the folks I grew up with —
as long as there was work,
there was money for a six pack,
a bike or an old pick up,
and a tank of gas.
The folks we pass today
don't see two city boys
and a dyke. They wave
to three of their own leaning
deep into turns, knees straining
to kiss the road, opening up a distance
great enough to let them strut,
short enough to pull them back.

Twenty miles outside the city
I realize I can ride-this
out of my blood without spilling any.
I escaped these hills just long enough
to understand how trite
all such experiences of mine are,
and I come back to feel
their comforting pull, to learn
to stand still in the red,
yellow, orange, and brown .



Beyond Technology
Why Computer and Information Technologies Can't Cure What Ails Us
William Griffen

I F WE COMPARE the six days of the Book
of Genesis to the four billion years of geo-

logic time, each day would equal 666 million
years. On the sixth day at 4 PM the reptiles
appeared and at three minutes before midnight
humans appeared . The industrial revolution
began at 1/40th of a second before midnight!
In presenting this time comparison, conserva-
tionist David Brower observed, "We are sur-
rounded by people who think what we have
been doing for 1/40th of a second can go on
indefinitely . They are considered normal—
but they are stark, raving mad!'

The dominant, prevailing position in poli-
tics and academe is firmly in the "stark, raving
mad" camp.

What has that last 1/40th of a second
wrought? Extinction of species, overpopula-
tion, nuclear contamination, global warming,
soil erosion, oil spills, toxic wastes, pollution
of air and water, tropical deforestation, urban
congestion, alienating work, famine and on
and on. In his very useful Earth and Mind,
David Orr reminds us that in a typical day on
planet earth:

We will lose 116 square miles of rain
forest, or about an acre a second. We will
lose another 72 square miles to encroach-
ing deserts, the results of human mis-
management and overpopulation . We
will lose 40 to 250 species and no one
knows whether the number is 40 or •
250. Today the human population will
increase by 250,000. And today we
will

	

add

	

2,700

	

tons

	

of
chloroflourocarbons and 15 million
tons of carbon dioxide to the atmo-
sphere. Tonight

	

CCthe earth will be a Ta
N
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little hotter, its waters more acidic,
and the fabric of life more threadbare.

By year's end the numbers are
staggering : The total loss of rain for-
est will equal an area the size of the
state of West Virginia ; and the global
population will have risen by more
then 90,000,000 . By the year 2000
perhaps as much as 20% of the life
forms extant on the planet in the year
1900 will be extinct. 2

What role do computers and information
technologies (hereafter CIT) play in this last 1/
40th of a second and beyond? CIT is a com-
modity, a service, a tool (not a neutral tool I
will argue), a play thing, a false pancea for all
kinds of human ills, a job, a career, an empire
(see Bill Gates), an escape, a new religion, and
in my view a major threat to the race and planet
given the present distribution of power and
resources in the world.

Technophiles argue that CIT can be used
to solve social and en-
vironmental prob-
lems. Why (hasn't?)
doesn't it? Because
most CIT is harnessed
to an economic sys-
tem whose growth and concentration of wealth
is increasing . The rich are getting richer, the
poor poorer, and all at the expense of a rapidly
degrading environment.

The view that more information, acces-
sible to more people will usher in a glorious
techno-utopian future is nonsense . The cur-
rent value of information is based on its use to
create growth in the market place . So long as
present power arrangements prevail, CIT will
primarily be used for growth, profit and con-
trol. Information generation, processing and
communicating to ameliorate human and en-
vironmental problems will continue to be a
minor priority . Put bluntly, if the age of infor-
mation activity can turn a profit, as Nike says,
"Do it ." If it also serves some human and
environmental needs—well, that's a fringe
benefit.

The system, however, does not
require the health of its component
parts to maintain its power

Our economic system demands that we
consume what we produce so as to stimulate
further production and thus maintain the
strength of the system . The system, however,
does not require the health of its component
parts to maintain its power. . . .The endless cycle
of the production and consumption of infor-
mation and services generates less and less
meaning . . .because it reduces the possibility of
autonomous action within the system. Alien-
ation is the result.'

T h e
logic and im-
peratives of the
present eco-
nomic system
preclude CIT

from solving basic social justice and equality
problems. CIT cannot disrupt the relationship
of the few renting the labor and talent of the
many by democratizing the work place . That
democratic solution would be seen as a "prob-
lem" by the top 1% who rent labor and talent
in order to perpetuate their ownership of more
wealth than the 90% below them.

More likely, CIT will be used to further
marginalize and exploit most of the world's
workers . I'm looking at a typical "computers
solve our problems" ad in the April 1995,
Technological Horizons in Education Jour-
nal. The lead reads, "That information will
take five months to process???" (We don't
know if the information pertains to tropical
forest cutting, planning a new mall, or a sales
campaign for carcinogenic products .) A wor-
ried executive is pictured pondering the pro-

cessing of 8,300 surveys. The options:
five months executive time, four or five
temps at $8 an hour to reduce the project
to a month ($6,500 plus!) or an NCS
computer—one person and less than a
day's work . Not included in the upbeat
ad is a picture of five temps on welfare
if the computer option is taken . Rarely,
if ever, can one find in these sources a
"critical, reflective" piece on
technology's effect on culture that isn't
celebrated as progress.

Always missing, for example, is the
following critical analysis:

It is simply not prudent to count on
technological rescue to solve
America's job problem, much less
the global problem of which it is an
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inextricable part. The jobs
crisis raises the most funda-
mental question of human ex-
istence: What are we doing
here? The global economic
system prizes the efficient
production of goods more than
the dignity of human beings—The
surplus of gifted, undervalued, and
unwanted human beings is the Achilles
heel of this emerging global system .'

The mindless momentum of the new age
of information-propelled global order results
in a reality where "every day real wealth—
breathable air, drinking water, human imagi-
nation and energy, and the health and develop-
ment of children are sacrificed for mere sym-
bols of wealth, mostly pieces of paper and bits
of electronic data that tell us how rich we are ." 5
CIT functions to make this trade-off more
persistent and more pervasive.

Technology is not just a tool separate
from all our problems. Technology with its
inevitable use and misuse has given rise to
inequalities, alienation and environmental
degradation . The instrumental view (now an
ideology) that typifies most "age of informa-
tion" advocates, sees computers, networking
and information technology as neutral tools.
This dangerous, misleading over-simplifica-
tion denies the vast potential and reality of
technology (all kinds) as a cultural deter-
miner. Neil Postman, professor of communi-
cation arts and sciences at N .Y.U., forcefully
castigates the "technology is neutral" myth.
He states, "To be unaware that a technology
comes equipped with a program for social
change, to maintain that technology is neutral,
to make the assumption that technology is
always a friend to culture is, at this late hour,
stupidity plain and simple ."

As Langdon Winner writes:
Seen as a way of ordering human

activity, the total order of networks is
anything but neutral or tool-like . In its
centrality to the daily activity and con-
sciousness of. . .the function-serving hu-
man component, the technical order is
more properly thought of as a way of life.
. . .[T]he means come to undermine and
reshape the ends, and the world is quali-
tatively altered. And what is worst, the
system, once fully in operation, no longer
responds to human guidance.'

Sociologist Robert Merton notes that,
"the modern technological society . . . is a civi-

lization committed to the
quest for continually im-
proved means to carelessly
examined ends ." Before
wiring every school, cam-
pus and home and tying all
together in networks to
speed down six lane
cyberspace freeways, ask
the following:

1 . If there is a
positive relationship between the increased
emphasis on computer technology and solv-
ing human problems, why do these problems
persist or worsen? In other words, what is the
evidence that the increased use of computers
in the private sector and in public educa-
tion has contributed to reversing envi-
ronmental degradation, social injus-
tice and alienation?

2. Are the problems of modernity
best addressed by the further mass pro-
duction and processing of data and
information?

3. What is the record of social problems
being solved by emphasizing information over
ideas?

4. If education represents the public in-
terest, how should we react to the reality that
age-of-information technology overwhelming
serves private and corporate interest while
public needs, both human and environmental,
go unattended? (Case in point : the present
human services crisis .)

Despite grandiose claims to the contrary,
CIT is overwhelmingly used to increase and
reinforce inequities through the normal func-
tioning of the market (now more techno-
logically enhanced than ever) . Most
of these high-tech endeavors have
an overall degrading effect on
the environment . Theodore
Roszak concludes, "Comput-
ers, even when we reach the
point of having one on every
desk for every student, will pro-
vide no cure for ills that are
social and political in nature ."

CIT should be scrutinized
to determine to what extent a
positive relationship exists be-
tween its increased use and so-
cial justice . The over all claim
for CIT playing a positive role is
not substantiated by its past and
present record of serving the com-
mon good .

There are two major "givens" of our time:
a growth economy and increased technology.
Human activity unfolds in these two areas as if
on automatic pilot . Only a small fringe of
scholars question these givens and rarely do
the media publicize or assess their work. Me-
dia, schools and political discourse are satu-
rated and monopolized by the details of these
givens which continue as major hegemonic
forces.

The world proceeds as if no other possi-
bilities exist . We must have economic growth
because we must have jobs, and we must have
jobs to buy the goods and services being pro-

duced for growth . And clutch-
ing the marionette strings
above, the plutocrats keep it
all in motion. It is motion with
scant substance; activity with
little meaning beyond itself.

Bill is a member of the
Education Department at
SUNY Cortland College. 0%
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Women's
Info

Women's History Celebration
There will be a show and dance on Satur-

day, March 2 in celebration of Women's His-
tory Month. The night will be filled with
music, readings, stories, and dance featuring
local women performers . Following the show,
which begins at 7 :30 PM., you can dance
midnight to the sounds of Vision, a local all
women's band. While it's women that are
being showcased, everyone is welcome to
attend.

This celebration will be held at May
Memorial Unitarian Universalist Society, 3800
East Genessee Street . The cost of the evening
is a sliding scale of $5 to $20, with no advance
ticket sales . A portion of the proceeds from
this event will be donated to The Women's
Information Center.

Producer Susie Weiss says that this is just
the first in a series of such events. Besides
showcasing some of the many wonderfully
talented women in the area, these shows will
extend the reach of our community . The next
show is part of women's history in the making.

Nutrition Expert "Wows" Syracuse
On December 6, 1995, Dr. Neal Barnard,

renown nutrition expert and president of the
Physicians' Committee for Responsible Medi-
cine, lectured at the University United Meth-
odist Church for nearly two hours . Dr.
Barnard ' s presentation drew a crowd of about
200 people ranging in age from young adults
to retirees.

Dr. Barnard argued that traditional fat-
reducing diets, such as the American Heart
Association's diet (which allows one to obtain
up to 30% of their calories from fat), does not
go far enough in preventing or reversing heart
disease and strokes . Dr . Barnard cited a study
by Dr. Dean Ornish in which one group of
patients was told to follow a diet akin to that
recomrttended by the American Heart Asso-
ciation, while the other group followed Dr.
Omish's diet of no more than 10% of calories
from fat. After just one year, the patients on

N@C
Collective/Anarchist Network

Recently, a national Network of Anar-
chist Collectives (NAC) formed. It is based in
Chicago and includes collectives from all over
the US and Canada. The main goals of the
network are to provide mutual aid and com-
munication, to share skills and ideas, and to
build up a resource bank to support local and
national actions.

Assisting in the formation of NAC in-
spired talk of forming a smaller network of
collectives here in Syracuse. Such a network
could help organize collectives on a local
level ; at the same time, it could plug into the
national network to access additional resources
and skills.

Currently, there are at least six collec-
tives operating in Syracuse with the potential
for many more . We're looking for people who
are in collectives, or just interested in collec-
tives and other anarchist forms of organiza-
tion.

Join us for an evening of discussion and
organizing Friday, February 9th, 7-9pm at
Cafe Agora, 110 Harvard Pl ., Syracuse.

For more information, please contact E-
Way Collective at 423-4783.

Dr. Ornish ' s diet had actually reversed some
of their heart disease, whereas members of the
other group either remained unchanged or
actually worsened.

How can one attain a goal of only 10% of
calories from fat? Simple . Adopt a strict veg-
etarian (vegan) diet . These results are not
possible on a meat-centered diet . A vegan diet
means no meat (beef, poultry, fish), eggs or
dairy products . Dr. Barnard also emphasizes
using vegetable oils sparingly . What's left to
eat? Everything else! Becoming a vegetarian
can open the doors to culinary delights . For
instance many ethnic foods are vegetarian . Dr.
Barnard has written several books on veg-
etarianism including his most recent titles,Eat
Right, Live Longer and Food For Life . Both
books include recipes . In addition, People for
Animal Rights (PAR) has numerous resources
on vegetarianism, including a small collection
of some of our favorite recipes.

For a copy of our literature list, please
write PAR, PO Box 358, Syracuse, 13215 or
call 488-PURR.

— Vikki Lammers

Food
Not Born

What is Veganism, and how does it per-
tain to Food Not Bombs (FNB)? Veganism is
a lifestyle committed to eliminating animal
exploitation, and consuming an animal-free
diet . Since FNB is committed to anti-milita-
rism, it accords with our principles to support
veganism, the least violent form of diet. FNB
strives for a life-affirming, self-sustaining
world, and veganism is integral to that. We are
not a passive organization, in that we take
direct action against oppression in our society.
But as a group, we neither condone nor partici-
pate in violent acts. Vegan food is also the
most inclusive diet to serve, because EVERY-
ONE can eat vegan food, regardless of philo-
sophical beliefs or typical diet.

There are several health and safety con-
cerns related to food handling and storage.
Serving and preparing vegan food reduces
contamination risks, and is quicker and easier
than cooking with meat and dairy products.
Serving strictly vegetables, grains, etc . makes
transport and compliance with health codes
simpler. Eating vegan is much cheaper. It
requires the use of fewer natural resources,
and an animal free diet is more cost effective.

FNB in Syracuse is comprised mostly of
vegans and activists, and we are always inter-
ested in increasing our numbers and support.
We act in accordance with other activist groups
who share our ideals. If you are interested in
having us provide food for your demonstra-
tions and marches, or if you would like to
become involved, please contact Daniel at
446-7435 .

— FNB Collective

HELP CELEBRATE 60 YEARS
OF WORK FOR

PEACE & JUSTICE

Volunteer at the Syracuse
Peace Council

Call today to find out how.
(315) 472-5478
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People Against
the Death Penalty

Central New York

=STONEWALL
COMMITTEE

cuses on the federal laws and policies that
restrict the rights of lesbians and gays, and
Part Four, Generation Q, which highlights the
challenges and triumphs of lesbian and gay
youth, will be shown on February 29 .

r

Video Visibility
The Question of Equality is a four part

documentary that follows the lesbian and gay
civil rights struggle since the Stonewall riots.
It was produced for public television by Test-
ing the Limits, an independent video produc-
tion company in New York City, with funding
from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
It was shown nationally on PBS in October,
1995 during Lesbian and Gay History month.
Unfortunately, our local PBS affiliate, WCNY,
did not broadcast the series.

The Stonewall Committee has purchased
a copy of The Question ofEquality from the
public television station in San Francisco,
KQED . We will air the entire program on two
successive Thursday evenings in February, on
the 22nd and the 29th, at the First Universalist
Society, 250 Waring Road, Syracuse. Both
programs will begin at 7 PM, with dessert and
coffee being served.

The Question ofEquality is the first docu-
mentary series ever to deal with the lesbian
and gay rights movement; it examines con-
temporary challenges to the lesbian and gay
rights movement as well as the movement's
history . It has been described as : "A vivid,
dramatic, and intelligent series that tells a
powerful story of social injustice and the
struggle against it," by John D'Emilio, Direc-
tor of the Policy Institute of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force.

KQED says of The Question of Equality
"Provocative, enlightening, and highly enter-
taining, this trailblazing public television se-
ries documents the hard-fought gains and heart-
breaking losses in the struggle for lesbian and
gay equality ."

Everyone is invited to join us on February
22 and 29 to view this important series . It is
both educational and entertaining, and also
documents the attacks of the politicians and
"religious" leaders of the far right on the
lesbian and gay movement's quest for equal-
ity.

Part One, Out Rage 69, which explores
the early history of the movement through the
Stonewall Riots, and PartT wo,CulturalWars,
which explores the violent anti-gay backlash
of the AIDS crisis will be shown on February
22nd. Part Three, Hallow Liberty, which fo-

Syracuse
Balkan Resource
Group

Knitting Project Update
Thanks to everyone in Central New York

who made a donation to the Bosnian Knitting
Project. In particular, special thanks to Cafe
Agora, the Coffee Cave and the Peace Council
for assisting with yarn collection. The volume
of wool has been truly impressive and at times
a little overwhelming . Three shipments of
wool have already been sent to Natick, and
from there to Sarajevo. Two more shipments
are ready to go soon.

It is difficult to convey how much it
means to the women in Bosnia and Croatia
who receive the wool from people here . Many
of these women were given 5-10 minutes to
collect their things before being sent from
their homes and villages to refugee camps.
They have suffered about every loss imagin-
able—family members, homes, friendships,
possessions, a sense of belonging—every-
thing. They are comforted by an activity that
makes them feel both connected to others and
useful . This activity is the ancient craft of
knitting.

Even though the Dayton Accord has been
signed, there remains a great deal of uncer-
tainty about the future of all the peoples of
Former Yugoslavia . The national coordina-
tors of the Bosnian Knitting Project report that
the recent budget impasse of the US govern-
ment is affecting the women in the refugee
camps in Croatia and Hungary because projects
are not being funded . This means that condi-
tions which are already difficult are becoming
even harder. However, since US troops are
now in Bosnia, refugee camps in Bosnia are
still receiving money.

Yam is still being collected at the Peace
Council . Now that it is winter, the need for
wool is even greater as the women need to knit
warm sweaters and socks for themselves and
their families . Office hours at the Peace Coun-
cil are approximately 10 AM - 6 PM, but its
always safer to call before you come.

— Margo Clarke

Vigils Against the Death Penalty
Continue

People Against the Death Penalty/Cen-
tral New York will continue its monthly vigil
Thursday, January 25, from noon to 12 :30
PM. at Columbus Circle in downtown Syra-
cuse .

The purpose of the monthly vigils is to
continue to make the group's presence felt in
the community, and to engage members of the
public in a dialogue about the death penalty
and its effects . Anyone who would like to
express opposition to the death penalty is
welcome to attend . PADP/CNY also contin-
ues to meet on the first Monday of each month
at 7 PM at the Church Center, 3049 E . Genessee
Street, Syracuse.

Hunger Action Network

Bus To Albany
The Albany-based Hunger Action Net-

work of New York State (HANNYS) has
opened a Central and Western Regional Of-
fice in Syracuse to fight Governor Pataki's
proposed budget.

According to HANNYS' Executive Di-
rector Mark Dunlea, "The Governor's budget
proposals are an unprecedented assault on the
safety net of low income New Yorkers . The
Governor plans to slash welfare benefits and
limit Home Relief to 60 days ."

HANNYS has completed an overview of
Governor Pataki's budget proposal which is
available by contacting the number below . If
passed, the budget will have an immediate and
dramatic effect on New Yorkers . It is a decla-
ration of war on the poor.

HANNYS is sponsoring a statewide lobby
day on welfare and hunger issues on Tuesday,
February 6 . There will be a free bus leaving
Syracuse at 6 :30 AM that day . Lunch and
childcare will be provided (PNL subscribers
see enclosed flyer for more details) . Please
call to reserve a place.

If you would like to help fight this budget
contact Mike Affleck, upstate staff, at:
HANNYS CNY Office, 5050 Skyline Drive,
Syracuse, 13215 or call (315) 492-4864.

—Mike Ai eck

et7MMl/N/7Y uPDATE
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ReconsiDer
Lecture Series at Onondaga Com-
munity College

We cannot escape the drug culture . It is in
our schools, in our workplaces, in our neigh-
borhoods, on television, in our daily newspa-
pers, in our families and in our wallets . It is
such a pervasive issue that no one can avoid its
effects.

ReconsiDer offers a lecture series as a
forum for education, enlightenment and dis-
cussion on the many facets of the drug issue.
Leading the discussions are members of
ReconsiDer, individuals from a variety of back-
grounds who, having been "in the trenches,"
want to present fresh perspectives on this
emotionally charged issue.

Topics for this lecture/discussion series
include:

• a historical perspective on the use of
drugs in various cultures and on our
drug laws;

• an examination of drug treatment and
drug education;

• pharmacology of drugs;
• comparison of licit and illicit drugs;
• a reconsideration of the moral founda-

tions of the war on drugs;
• drugs and organized crime;
• legalization of drugs;
• harm reduction strategies, including sy-

ringe exchange and medicinal uses of
illicit drugs;

• non-chemical alternatives to drug use;
• prohibition of alcohol and drugs.

Speakers include : Rick Olanoff (mod-
erator), M.A. Guidance and Counseling, SU,
and a 20-year veteran of the Onondaga County
Probation Department. Peter Christ, retired
police captain and local speaker on drug is-
sues . Jim Schofield, Ph .D., professor of So-
cial Science at OCC and lawyer.David Owens,
Assistant Professor, Criminal Justice at OCC;
retired police lieutenant, Syracuse Police nar-
cotics division Nick Poulos, Assistant Pro-
fessor, Human Services, OCC; former admin-
istrator for drug treatment programs . Michael
Wrona, Ph.D. candidate, Social Science at
SU; researches history of drug policies and
laws .

Tuesdays, 7-9 PM, February 27 - April 9
(six sessions, no class March 12) . Tuition:
$25, senior rate : $15 .

rn0~'tHMN/7Y 1/PoA7e

Censorship at Seneca Falls
On December 8. 1995, Seneca Falls New

York, (the birthplaceof U .S . Women's Rights),
Superintendent Joanne Hanley of Women's
Rights National Park took it upon herself to
have a picture of a women of color holding a
sign proclaiming, `Black Lesbian Feminist"
removed from the visitors center lobby . The
picture was temporarily placed in a "closet "

The lobby display which is made up of
dozens of photographs, cartoons, quotations
and handicrafts was created to depict women
of all backgrounds, politics and agendas, and
to exemplify the mosaic of women's lives and
women's history. Superintendent Hanley made
it clear that she felt it did not belong with the
rest of the photos . She chose to move the photo
to a virtually hidden wall on the second floor
of the museum. But, only if placed along side
an "opposing view" (this opposing view has
yet to be disclosed by the Superintendent).
Superintendent Hanley has also made it clear
that she will not replace the photo with another
lesbian image . Because this was the only
lesbian image on the wall, the exhibit is now
sanitized and is an incomplete portrayal of the
diversity of women's lives.

Shall this action be interpreted as both
homophobic and racist? How would Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Amelia Bloomer and the other
early activists living in Seneca Falls 150 years
ago respond to this version of "out of sight, out
of mind" feminism? Does Superintendent
Hanley have a private agenda contrary to the
original goals of the Women's Rights Na-
tional Historic Park?

Letters of outrage must first be sent to her
superior, Marie Rust, Field Director, North-
east Field Area, 200 Chestnut Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19106. Secondly, write to Joanne
Hanley, Superintendent, Women's Rights
National Historical Park, 136 Fall Street, Sen-
eca Falls, NY 13148. For more information
contact: Coalition for Lesbian Visibility, PO
Box 517, Seneca Falls, NY 13148 or contact
Becky Bly or Maureen Owens at (315) 568-
9364.

"How To
Close the School
of the Americas

Lealrf r g more About a .O .A. . ..
To contribute to S .O_A . Watch arxt get

mailing €ist, write :-
l~r. :tioy Sourgeois,S.O.A Watch '

PO Box 3330,Columbus, GA 31903
tel & fax (700) 682-5369

Gy's next mailing, due' out in mid-January,;
ill report on Rep . Joe Kennedy's upcoming

`bill to close the ;̀SOA.
For a 1995 AcademyAward-nominated

ideo on the SOA, "School of Assassins,"
call ;;Maryknoll Videos at 1 .800 .227-8523 .> '
Narrated by actreess Susan Sarandon, the

3 minute video costs $17 .95 post paid.
In Central New York, for a` speaker on

SOA, contact Ed Kinane at (315) 478-
s:1 . Video and speaker are a good combi-

3t for high school and college classes,
`~aschurch groups and housemeetings.

nod Putting What You Learn to W
g your ressioralrepresentative
pportthe Kennedy Bill tHR2652)toclo
i :;: OA and establish an AcademyI
iitra and Civil-tvlilitary Refaticna F
ire i jifo, contact S .O .A. Watch.

.O A .Watch, Witness far Peace, L
iiri

	

la{/orking Group, Washington
On Last America . and Lea i tsf l

	

n
i ce of'Re gious Women,<among'`oth

:ria ntaw working with Kennedy io en €ist
ponsors far H1 2652 in the House.
t t# ietsrfalth Pilgrimage to ex rse.. .	
close' the'SO.A. Ti a Pi~rimage spon
id `bw'€+Jew En gland W nasa for Peiaae

Coalition for
Lesbian
Visibility

r
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Central America/Caribbean Coalition Report
SOAUNTTED STATES

CENTRAL AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN

WEST INDIES
$1 ~

d " 'DOMINICAN
PUBLIC

S.

• . . .

	

1

	

I

i
MAMMA II',- w

EL SALVADOR

COSTA

Meeting Notes

• Guatemala : On Jan 5 a car belonging to
Jennifer Harbury's lawyer was firebombed
near Washington, DC . The next morning
shots were fired at Jennifer's house in DC.
Please phone the Guatemalan Embassy in
DC (202/745-4952) to express concern for
Jennifer's safety.

While the FBI has a role in investigating
these incidents, the CIA and DEA have an
interest in covering up direct US involve-
ment in state terrorism in Guatemala . For
more information see Nancy Gwin's article
onp. 11.

•E1 Salvador : The economic situation has not
improved under right-wing President
Calderon Sol . It appears that more people are
growing desperate . Armed groups show
greater impunity: violence, disappearances
and a wide range of criminal activities are
increasing.

Several local members of the Syracuse/
La Estancia Sister Community Project will
make their fourth solidarity trip to La Estancia
in April . Their visit to this cluster of hamlets
in the mountains of Morazan province will
coincide with the dedication of a new bridge
over the Rio Chiquito, near La Estancia . The
bridge project was featured in the most re-
cent issue of Americas magazine, published
by the OAS.

In late December Sister Community
Project member, Shirley Novak, took part in
the founding board meeting of Doctors for
Global Health in Decatur, GA. DGH is "a
group of health professionals and other vol-
unteers who care : promoting health and hu-
man rights with those who have no voice."
DGH will continue health and development
projects already underway in Morazan, in-
cluding some in La Estancia.

• Haiti: On December 9 Peace Brigades Inter-
national placed a permanent on-going team
in Haiti . For information about joining or
supporting that team, contact Ed Kinane,
478-4571 . The team was there in time to help
monitor the Dec . 17 Presidential election.

Local Haiti activist Cynthia Banas . who
also helped monitor the election, will return
to Haiti for the month of February and will
witness the Feb . 7 inauguration of Rene
Prdval . Preval is an Aristide ally .

• School of the Americas : See article by
Vicky Imerman on p . 7 and the information
regarding the March 19-28 fast to close the
SOA on the previous page.

On February 2 "the Fort Benning Ten"
(see 1/96 PNL) will have their arraignment in
federal district court in Columbus, Georgia,
with the notorious Judge Elliot presiding. In
the past Judge Elliot has given severe sen-
tences to Fr. Roy Bourgeois of S .O .A. Watch.

Please call the office of Rep. James Walsh
(423-5657) to thank him for his previous
votes to close the SOA and urge him to
support Rep. Joe Kennedy's bill (HR2652)
to close the School and replace it with an
institute promoting civilian control over the
military.

• Cuba : PNL editorial committee member
Elana Levy returned from two weeks in Cuba
on Jan. 12 . She was there doing further re-
search for a book she is editing on women
and Cuba. Syracuse Symphony percussion-
ist Doug Igelsrud will travel to Cuba in April
for a percussionist festival.

Currently many Cubans are being re-
settled in Syracuse from Miami (and some
almost directly from Guantanamo). Most are
economic refugees.

• Coalition-building : Interest runs high among
CACC members in the local Centro/sustain-
able-mass-transit issue. Please look for peti-
tions supporting a penny-a-gallon tax to help
stabilize Centro funding. Also look for notice
of a public forum about Centro and the bud-
get cuts.

At their Jan. 10 monthly meeting CACC
members signed a petition to Gov . Pataki to
preserve the Councils on Occupational Safety
and Health, which his budget basically abol-
ishes .

— Paul Weichselbaum, 478-1592

Next meeting : Feb. 14, 6 PM potluck/
meeting until 7 :30 PM, at Plymouth
Church in downtown Syracuse.

More details will then be available about
the Structural Adjustment Forum in March
taking place in Rochester, NY.

CACC will discuss plans for a May
multi-nation forum here in Syracuse, hope-
fully building on the Rochester event and on
the Peace Council's 60th anniversary themes
at its April 13 event, "Living Justice : Building
a Human Rights Coalition at the Turn of the
Century ."

eOMMI/N/7Y I/PMTS
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Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation
Repair

passive solar
personal service

references

(315) 478-6214

Meg Sullivan - Chin
MA, CSW

Certified Social Worker
Certified Reiki Practitioner

Promoting Mind, Body,
Spirit Connection

509 West Fayette, Syracuse, NY 13202
(Voice & FAX) 315-478-0113 (Email) emma inc@aol .com

EMMA
R EVOLUTIONARY

S OFTWARE

Karen Hall
Aggie Lane
Aspen Olmsted

A worker cooperative specializing in point of sale and
financial systems .

Cold and Flue Season ...
Reduce polluting gases from your furnace.
Let your furnace work less and
SAVE MONEY!

Classic Carpentry is a residential
construction firm with extensive
experience in home insulation . "We use
blown-in cellulose, a recycled newspaper
product ."

	

- Joseph Branagan

Please Call Us at:
471-0324

CArPerthr

MARILyN A . MILLER

Divorce • Real Estate
Wills • Mediation

1221 E. Genesee ST.
Syracuse

68209131

SYRACUSE
Real Food Cooperative

Many organically grown and
produced foods:

• Nuts, Gram, Seeds • Whole Grain Baked Goods
• Produce • Frs•Rsngir Eggs
• cheeses • Chi,nica-Fr••tMst
• Items B Spices

	

• Fresh Fish oaivared Thursdays
And Much More

618 Kensington Road
(off Westcott) 472-1385

Mon - Sat 8-8, Sun 10-6

Bear Street
BOOKS & MUSIC

We Buy Used and Rare Books and Music

Fine Used Boob
Hardback and Paperback

Music
Classical, Ethnic, Folk, Jas

Open Daily or by Appointment

1430 North Salina St., Syr., NY 13208
(corner of Bear St . and North Salina St .)

(315) 471-2958

Dr. Howard S. Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

treatments for.

Neck & Shoulder Pain
Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

(315) 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition &
Natural Remedies
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LE1TER~
Dear Liz Ramirez,

As a member of the CNY Arts commu-
nity, I feel impelled to respond to your article,
"Local Muralist Censored by City: Syracuse
Parks and Rec Paints Over Political Mural," in
the January Peace Newsletter.

As an artist working for the Syracuse
Department of Parks, Recreation and Youth
Programs, I happen to be more aware of the
details concerning this situation.

I would like to begin by stating that the
nature of the community murals program is
collaborative . I repeat, collaborative . As such,
I am asked to network in the neighborhoods,
drawing attention to our programs . I do this by
making phone calls to schools and family
centers, introduce myself, set up schedules,
and begin work.

Anyone interested in confirming this can
call any of the individuals listed [on attached
list], all of whom have worked with myself
and colleagues here. Additionally, I have en-
closed lists of the children, teens and pre-teens
who participated, identified by the park where
a mural was painted.

I am not hired to paint what I want. Nor
was Juan Cruz.

Again, we work collaboratively within
the community . The idea being to empower
neighborhood youth ; giving them a positive
outlet for their considerable energies; enabling
them to realize and develop an ida and see that
idea brought to life on the dynamic scale that
is afforded by the buildings . This has a lasting
impact.

I must also address you remarks citing the
"typical mural ." Is there any such thing? If
what has been envisioned and created by the
numerous participants, both young and old, is
"typical," then I would invite you, Liz
Ramirez—"Art Authority"—to tell them so.

Do you mean to suggest that all these
individuals have no stories to tell? Listen to
what you are saying.

The intent of our agenda was made clear
to Juan Cruz. He chose to ignore this, thereby
violating his contract. He failed to honor his
responsibilities. He painted what he wanted
and in so doing created a divisive, negative

_ situation where none
existed before . Con-
sequently, his ego
driven campaign of
misinformation has
become a rallying
point for negativity
doing no good for
anyone except to keep
Mr. Cruz's name in
ink and override the
considerable good
work that has been,

and continues to be, done by a host of people in
this community.

A second letter from the same author arrived
shortly after the first:

Dear Liz,
I am writing again in the hope we can

establish equal time, of our side, in the Peace
Newsletter . Our side was not portrayed in your
recent article concerning Juan Cruz.

I found your convictions highly moti-
vated. As such, these same convictions must,
in my opinion, allow you, as a journalist, to let
your readership decide for itself.

I look forward to meeting you in order to
help accomplish this, and I invite you to join
me on a tour of our parks to see for yourself the
positive work we have done to help rebut the
one-sided claims made by Mr . Cruz.

A seasoned reporter is aware that the
media can be used as a tool to further an
individual's agenda.

I note with interest that four and one-half
months after Mr . Cruz's contrived contro-
versy began, he fmally credits the images he
used—the work of another artist, William
Henry Johnson.

Regarding your use of the book, Don't
Get Taught Art This Way! : while these are
very powerful images, you must be careful not
to violate certain copyright laws where the use
of some images are concerned.

I look forward to meeting with you.
Mark Topp

Syracuse

RESTRUCTURING . . . on the Rise STYLE

NO MASSIVE LAYOFFS!
The beginning of the new year marked

Martha Strunk's becoming a member of our collective.
We celebrate her ever-expanding involvement

in the bakery, and welcome her.

NOT MORE WORK FOR FEWER WORKERS!
We are minimizing our lunch production, liberating

ourselves to focus on making wonderful bread.
Well still have our Hummus Sandwiches,

and were introducing

SOUP from MR . ARNOLD'S
VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT

(in the Down Town YMCA)
With a slice of our fresh bread -
basic, hot, delicious, nourishing.

The archetype of LUNCH.

Come visit us at the bakery.
Have a bowl of soup, a cup of tea, a carrot cookie, or

VOLUNTEER TO WORK WITH US . . .
we always need to tap into the abundance of

shared energy and cooperative spirit to survive.

wtlteltig-
WHOLE GRAIN BAKING COLLECTIVE

107 WALTON St SYRACUSE, N .Y. 13202. 475-7190
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WALL STREET .q5-g YOUR STREET

Finance the Corporate World or Invest in Your Community
The Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union

723 Westcott Street, Syracuse NY 13210

• Accounts 471-1116

	

• Loans & Mortgages 476-5290

	

• FAX 476-0567

ARE YOU PLANNING
YOUR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS FINANCIAL FUTURE?

LET
SUSAN S . HANSEN

Reev .red Repre4entz.W'e, LUTCF

315-637-5153

YOU MAY WISH TO CONSIDER:
• TAX SHELTERED ACCOUNTS, MUTUAL FUNDS (INCLUDING SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS)
• LIFE, DISABILITY, CR LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE

Securities offered through Cadaret, Grant, & Co ., Inc ., 108 West Jefferson Street,
Syracuse, NY 13202 315-471-2191 Member NASD and SIPC

ASSIST YOU IN MAKING
WISE DECISIONS
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To have your group's
event or meeting time
listed, ball or send the+
info to SPC. 472-5478.
March deadline : 2/23.

Every Wed.: Feminist
Collective at Syracuse
University meeting. Room 101,
Hall of Languages, SU.

Every wed: Partners of (Incest )
Survivors Anonymous 12-step
m

	

at Women's INFO, 601 Allen
St.6-8pm .451-7123.

JAlyl-FM, Syracuse's aher-
native radio. 90.7 FM -tune in
after 7pm on weeknights.

Every Wed : Military & Draft
Counseling at the Peace Council.
Noon-3pm, Call Marge 472-5476.

1st a 3rd Thursdays
•all &Lesbian AllianceG

	

CovRmasts at Enable, 1603
St . 7 :30pm.

Every Thurs: Lesbian & Gay
Youth support

	

for agesgroup
14-21 meets at women's IntoCenter, 601 Allen St. Call for

lime 422-9741.
1960 . 4 Black students sit In
at segregated lunch counter
in Greensboro, NC .

2

Altered Space Art collective
presents 3rd Annual
Members Show. Opening
7pm-10pm . At gallery on 922
Bumet Ave .

3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Every Mon: ACT-UP mtg. 601
Allen St. (Women's INFO
Center) . 7:30pm . 425-0673.

PNL editorial meeting at
Peace Council . 4pm. Come
join in . 472-5478 .

Every Wed : Syracuse
Community Choir rehearsal . At
ECOH, corners of Westcott &
Euclid. New members welcome .

Evenin of music lit
erature

food and ftie doh

	

to benefit
the ACLU . At 12 nns 4 Gallery,
210 Burnet Ave . Syracuse . 472-

1832 - CNT general strike in
Spain followed by insurrection.

Peopleine for Animal Rights
business mtg. 7pm . Call
488-7877 for location.

Peace Action program
"Working for Peace in the
Balkans : What you can do,"

7:15pm . Karen 428-8724.

Every Wed: Alliance member-

1340.

Every Thursday : "Evening

Evening of discussion and
organizing on collectives in
Syracuse (at least 6 already

1869 - Birth of Big Bill Haywood .

Coalition for the Common

	

Panel discussion & resources.
Good meeting . Noon. 658 W.

	

7:30pm. May Memorial, 3800 E
Onondaga St. Syracuse .

	

Genesee. 478-7442.

ship meeting . All welcome. At
ECOH, 2nd fI., corner of West-
colt & Euclid. 2pm. 475-4120.

Arabesque" Arabic television w/
news & entertainment. 5:30pm.
Adelphia Cable Channel 7 .

are operating) . At Cate Agora.
110 Harvard PI, 7-9Pm . 423-
4783.

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Sunday. People's

60 Mlnutes.Adelphia
Cable Ch . 3,

	

m . Pro-8P

PNL editorial meeting at
Peace Council . 4pm . Come
join in . 472-5478.

NOW CNY Chapter mug al
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S
Warren, Syr. 7Pm. 487-3188 .

Syracuse Haiti Sol

	

mtg.y ►ilY

	

g'6 :30pm . Plymouth Church, 232
E . Onondaga St . downtown

Every Friday : Lesbian Coming
Out Group . 7Pm . Women's Info
Center, 601 Allen St. 492-8035.

duced by Peace Council . Amnesty International Group
Central America Caribbean
Coalition potluck & meeting

Syracuse..

tf373 mtg ., Mundy Branch
Library, 1204 S . Geddes St.

Plymouth Church, 232 E.at
Onondaga St. 6pm.

Beverly Allen presentation on
genocidal raps in Bosnia &
Croatia, as

	

of matrilineage

1967 - 60 folks bum Viet Nam
draft cards in New York .

7-9pm . Letter writing, updates
on cases. 668-7441.
Syracuse Balkan Resource
Group meets at Peace Council,

Peace council organizational
maintenance committee
meets at 7 :30pm . 924 Burnet
Ave. 472-5478. 2604

part
series. 7pm . Syracuse Univ.
Call Tracy for location, 443-

'

1916 - Emma Goldman
arrested for lecturing on birth
control, NYC.

1 Glp 1 9 924 Bumet Ave . 7:30pm. 472-
5478 . HOPE, Inc. (formerly the Boys 22 23 24

Every Sunday: Support group
for former and current mental
patients . Sponsored by Alliance.
Plymouth Church. 3-5pm . Peggy
Anne 475-4120.

Newt Gingrich comes to
Syracuse. Call SPC for info
on aciivilies. 472-5478.

Peoele

	

mtg
.n7pm.Righ ts

business
488-7877 for

9
location .

20
Every l Asti Student Environ-
mental Action Coalition meet-

Lounge, S
ale ent

	

Marshall
Hall.all . 6pm . Into

: Rich, Marshall
6pm . ntto: Richh, 426-9823.

From Syracuse & Hope for
Tomorrow) meets at the Living
Room, 326 Montgomery St . 474-
3616.

"The Question of Equality,"
video documentary following
lesbian &

	

civil r

	

htsgay

	

ivstruggle. At First Universalist
250 Waring Rd,Society,

Syracuse. 7pm . Dessert & coffee
served . Sports . by Stonewall
Committee. Also shown on Every Fri: Gay & Lesbian

21

Every Sunday: This Way Out,
Gay & Lesbian radio program on

Coalition for the Common

	

PNL editorial meeting at
Good meeting . Noon . 658 W.

	

Council .

	

Come
NAACP general mtg . 7pm.
NAACP Office, 1125 S. Salina.

Feb. 29, same time and piece . Young Mutt meeting for ages
21-25 . Al Women's Info Center, 1912 - Women & children

WRVO FM 90 . 6 :30-7pm. Peace

	

4pm .
422-6933 . Washington's birthday - 601 Allen St . 422-9741 for time. beaten by police duringOnondaga St . Syracuse. join in. 472-5478. rich white slave-owner . Lawrence strike.

25 26 27 28 29 upcoming Events:
Every Sunday : Gay/Lesbian/ Every Mon: "Radiovialon" Syracuse Balkan Resource Peace Council organizational peace NewsletterBisexual Student Association on Adelphia Cable Ch . 3 at Group meets at the peace maintenance committee March 2: Women's Showcase entertainment & dance in
meeting, 750 Ostrom Ave, 9pm . Presented by Syracuse Council, 924 Burnet Ave. meets at 7 :30pm. 924 Burnet Mailing Party at SPC, celebration of women's history month . May Memorial Society, 3800
4:30pm. Community Radio . 7:30pm. 472-5478. Ave. 472-5478. 924 Bumet Ave . 5-7pm . E . Genesee St. 7:30pm, dance at 9:30 pm.

Free Food! All welcome March 14 : Tommy Sands in Concert Tommy's brother Bobby died in
Support & Sea-Education 2nd & 4th Wed.: Lesbian/Gay British prison while on a hunger strike. Baron for Peace Council.
Group for Parents & Friends of Graduate Collective at Vigil Against the Death

at Cdunrbus CircleGay People meets at Plymouth Syracuse Univ . meets at 7pm at April 13 : C.T. Vivian speaking on "Building a Husrrn Rights
Church, 232 E . Onondaga St. 750 Ostrum Ave. downtown Syracuse. Noon . Movement for the 21st Century" at Peace Council's 80th
7:30pm . 474-4836. Cyndi 475-1878. Ansrivenary Dinner.



One of Ireland's most important song writers

Tommy Sends &
Vedran Smailovic from the Sarajevo Symphony

In Concert for the Syracuse Peace Council

Thursday, March 14

They taunted you in Belfast
and they tortured you in Spain
and in that Warsaw Ghetto
where they tied you up in chains.
In Vietnam and Chile
when they came with tanks and guns
It's there you sowed the seeds of peace
in your daughters and your sons.

- Tommy Sands
From "Daughters and Sons"

A. one night stop in Syracuse on the way to the White House.
These two musicians are only performing together in five' cities in the US.
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Location to be announced.

When asked by a CNN reporter if
perhaps he was a little crazy [for
playing on the streets of Sarajevo],
Smailovic replied, "You ask me am I
crazy - why do you not ask if they are
not crazy for shelling Sarajevo while
Smailovic plays?"

Don't miss this important concert.

Plow 5+.6seh4! $1244

Educate, Agitate, Organize

Sir.leAt,u At4Gz Cotta L
924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478
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